has stated that exploration is "evervthing that expands the realm of human experience and of human consciousness." Ex-ploration is about expanding our awareness of existence on all its levels. Thus, explorations can focus on those things that are exterior or interior to our own bodies. As many yogis, meditators, or philosophers attest, there is plenty to explore internally without ever leaving the confines of a room. Indeed, as the body is the primary sensor or receiver, even physical explorations requiring travel to the Moon are simply new conditions in which to explore inwardly.
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By paying attention to the internal reactions to external stimuli we come to know both the universe and ourselves.
Many have argued that space exploration is validated by technology spin-offs, but this is misleading. Yes, the goal of space e.\-ploration (manned and unmanned) has brought about technologies that were unavailable before, but that is what any pursuit is about: the ability to think/create/do in ways that were never before possible. I would like to suggest that one will never find the motivation for space exploration in a logical way. Space endeavors are not about the highly mechanistic gears of logic and reason, although much logic and reason is needed to carry them out.
Space endeavors are about the opposite: the elements that make us human, above and beyond the molecular billiards of science. .'\s described below, they are truly an act of Humane Factors Engineering.
Human Exploration of Space
The question and answer session of any public lecture given by an astronaut usually begins by a small hand being raised. The young individual, routed on by a parent or two, timidly asks, "What's it like in space?" Although there is plenty of literature to be read on the environment of space including information on temperatures, light conditions, pressures, etc., it is clear that none of these quantifications can ever answer the question.
What the public seeks is an experience that they can slip into, so that they too can experience the wonders of alien realities.
Connecting to a larger human culture is the ultimate responsibility, the entire purpose, of any exploratory mission. Currently the primary culture that the space programs address is the scientific community. It is their experiments and data that are transported back and forth between orbit and the labs on the ground. They are the ones privy to the information and its interpretation. They are the ones intensely interested in the results. Space e.xploration must focus more attention to connecting with human culture on the broadest scale. The current situation seeks measurements, leaving human ex-perience as a residual concern. Although humans cannot travel without bringing their humanity, this should not merely be an added benefit. Technically trained astronauts do an inspiring job of relating their human experiences. However, this is clearly not what they have dedicated their lives too. The paradigm of science and technology is not one of human ex-pression, but one of measurement, quantification, and "objectivity." These fields try in many ways to remove humaniU' from the discussion. In order to truly explore the human experience of space, we must allow and encourage astronauts to explore the full extent of their humanity wiiile in orbit. Although many argue the benefits of human exploration by talking about human physical capabilities, this justification misses the point. Humans are not simply manipulators capable of extreme de.xterity, nor are they merely advanced computers capable of amazing feats of real-time flexibility. They are human, a distinction that brings spiritual and emotional capabilities such as empathy and identification.
As Oskar Schlemmer stated, "a further emblem of our time is mechanization, the inexorable process which now lays claim to every sphere of life and art. Everything which can be mechanized is mechanized. The result: our recognition of that which cannot be mechanized."' Thus, the rationale for humans in Pitts 23 space is not their physical dimensions or capabiUties, but their humanity, their culture, their spirit.
Humane Factors Engineering
Some would argue that science and engineering take culture and humanity into account through such disciplines as Human Factors Engineering. A look at the history, utility, and paradigms of this field, however, shows that within this discipline humans are abstracted into cogs in a machine \ia quantification and equations. Applied science is concerned with creating machines and humans are considered only within that context.
As an alternative, I propose a new notion: Humane Factors. Although Humane Factors is capable of considering such mechanical concerns as ergonomics, it also reaches beyond to philosophy and intuition. It is capable of doing this because it does not rely on quantification or an objective reality; rather, it is a branch of arti.stic inquiry.
Humane Factors will consider all avenues of thought and experience. It will be a plavfiil endeavor and as such would allow those in\ol\ed, both designers and users, to be truly free and genuine humans. In order to have meaningful results space ex'ploration must be pursued with constant connection to the original inspirations and beliefs from which it was born. It must consider the human in ways not typically considered in engineering or science. Although disciplines like human factors engineering clearly holds a pivotal role, it is time to evolve into a broader vision capable of inhabiting the divide between reason and spirit: Humane Factors Engineering.
In the early Soviet space program, piloted vehicles were first designed as autonomous spacecraft and only later retrofitted for cosmonauts. As historian Slava Gero\itch has pointed out, "So\iet spacecraft designers clearly assigned the manual control system a secondary role, and they probably did not seriously believe that it would ever be used." In fact, Gerovitch goes so far as to say, "Soviet cosmonauts were asked not to interfere with the automatics." This is in contrast to American astronauts who fought hard to maintain their pilot status while inside spacecraft.
-On Aleksei Leonov's first flight he carried with him an invention that no machine would have: a colored pencil bracelet, and a sketch pad. With these tools he sketched the horizon of the earth as seen from space, a truly humane manifestation of space exploration. (Figure i) Space Make-up In the igSo's and '90s, women astronauts had the option to carry with them a space make-up kit. (Figure 2 ) The kit contained all that was necessary to transform a disheveled astronaut into a well-kept Houstonian. Rationalized as a required amenitv' for \ideo conferences and public appearances, kits like this flew on many missions. The kit is shocking if space exploration is viewed as an e.xtreme expedition like the attempts to get to the North or South Pole. Weight and space are so precious in space that a frivolous item like this is rarely allowed. After all there are certain amenities one must do without when inhabiting ex-treme conditions. Thoughts like these frame the make-up kit as frivolous, irrational, and ridiculous.
Initially horrified to discover its existence, I grew to admire it for its humor and tenderness amidst the stoic technopoly of aerospace engineering. It stands as a keyhole through which art figure 1 has already entered the weightless realm. With time the idea grew on me as I saw it in a new light. It was not a frivolous invader into the pristine, rational realm of rocket science, it embodied one reason why we were there. When traveling in a \acuum there is little opportunit>' to pull resources from the environment and thus one must seriously consider what can and should be brought along. Items of sustenance and survival are the first considered: air. water, and food. Systems designed to mesh v\ith natural body fimctions are designed and built so that hardware and bod>' can exist in sviiibiotic relationships. As the body becomes mechanized through its dependence on the hardware, the machine becomes humanized.
Space exploration is the ultimate exercise of self definition through choice. Just as the spacesuit asks what body we want to bring, space exploration asks what we are willing to work towards. Our answers reflect our definitions of ourselves and our beliefs on a societal and world scale.
expression. It does not suggest a goal or objective, but merely exists as a opportunity for expression. Unlike most of the activities that astronauts perform, using the space make-up kit is not programed by a sequence of operations or tasks. It exists as an opportunity for pure human creativity: the ultimate potential of human existence.
The universe, matter, energy, and all things unknown exist with or without our discovery of them. They go on functioning and changing as their interactions dictate. Our interest in deriving theories from our observations is not for the universe's benefit, but for ours. Our machines are not important because they add new capability to the universe. They are important because of the ways they interact with humans, with humanity, with culture.
The biggest question, though, is why are we in space? Is our goal to simply sustain life in space, encapsulated and isolated from the extreme en\nronment? Is survival the ultimate goal or is there more? All space hardware contains human aspects, and rightly so. Looking at the Saturn V rocket that took us to the Moon, it is incredible, in fact ridiculous, to realize that despite its tremendous size and complexity, only the uppermost cone of the stack contains the inspiration and the quest: human passengers.
( Figure 3 ) All the technology of transportation and life support in space exploration is truly secondary to the ultimate mission goals; they exist as facilitators. There is immense human ingenuity behind these devices, but their purpose is to allow humans humanity intactto e.xplore, to play, in a new environment so that they can return to their own with new eyes. The history of technological development behind each screw and connection is a fascinating story of challenges encountered and surpassed. There are rationalized, quantified benefits of science and technology development, but there is more: life. Many space activities highlight the humanit>' of the astronauts, but there are few manifestations of humanity that are supplied by space administrations. In moments of relaxation, astronauts play with their food, tumble in weightlessness, or even swing dance. All these activities involve an open exploration of weightlessness possible only in play. Unfortunately these playful activities are rarely celebrated in public and are viewed as cute side notes to the otherwise serious mission goals, rather than being relished for what they are: humanity, culture, and art. Whether conscious or not, it is impossible to send a human without sending humanity' as evidenced by the space make-up kit.
The space make-up kit represents an acknowiedged humanity in space. As such it steps beyond human factors into Humane Factors. It is an art kit supplied for the sole purpose of human MAKE LP Scientific and artistic explorations both explore and probe the nature of reality. Physical explorations such as those to the Moon or on the far corners of the Earth usually in\olve experiments of some kind. These experiments probe the alien reality, bringing a new internal understanding to the human explorer. These measurements become a language through which a new reality can be communicated, once again altering the internal aspects of the receivers. Scientific discourse considers the mechanical, material, and energy aspects of our existence, but we all know from experience that there is more. That "more" is culture. The "culture of science," or any other field, describes the human activities and interaction that take place within that field. Thus, the culture of science is precisely the humanity of science. It is exactly this himianih-which is at the heart of art; it is exactly this humanity which is at the center of Humane Figure 3 
